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Introduction to the

Organisation

Varia is a Rotterdam-based initiative launched in 2017. It

employs free/libre/open source so�ware (FLOSS) to en-

courage participatory forms of art and design making.

Varia’s activities span media literacy, collective infrastruc-

tures, technological interdependence, technofeminism,

DIY culture and self-organization. The initiative emerged

from a need and common goal to create a collective-space

in the city of Rotterdam through which a group of artists

and designers can support each other’s practices and the

various modes of technical learning that are required to

make these practices sustainable. Next to that, Varia

emerged from a strong wish to open up these practices to

other practitioners and connect to other networks that op-

erate in a simalar way. Since then, Varia has organised

public and semi-public moments to work collaboratively

and share the results of such efforts.

Our activities are guided by the concept of everyday tech-

nology. Focusing on everyday technology means ques-

tioning the hierarchies in place within technical objects

and therefore the valorisation of skills needed to design or

use these objects. Using the term everyday technology is

for us a way to break with the dualist visions technology,

such as old versus new or smart versus not-so-smart, by

looking at the approprateness of each technology in a par-

ticular situation. With our work, we try to show that low-

tech solutions can be complex, inventive and joyful.

Everyday technology means to believe that not only ex-

perts should have access and decisive power in regards to

how things should work. This is why we design and con-

tribute to convivial tools, namely, tools that guarantee a

certain degree of autonomy to their users. We understand

autonomy in Ivan Illich’s terms: the possibility for each

and everyone to use a tool in order to realise their own in-

tentions and create meaning by leaving a mark, however

small, in the world. Everyday technology means keeping

in mind multiple and entangled perspectives, needs, and

aspirations when it comes to the understanding of a tech-

nical object. We believe that theory is a practice and that

practice is a form of knowledge, therefore we neither fet-

ishise the so-called “making” nor think of theorisation as a

higher endeavour. While adopting this approach, we un-

derstand the everyday as a locus of plurality. We under-

stand the everyday as a space of multiple world views,

where people engage with technology in different ways. To

shape dialogical learning environments, we aim to expand

the context of art and design that we are departing from,

by actively trying to build bridges with other fields and

backgrounds, including digital archives, feminist collect-

ives and XXX.

Varia has five main missions:

To form and maintain a network of practitioners
through which we can support each other’s practice.
To provide a space for long-term, sustainable, critical,
artistic, hands-on, dialogical learning about everyday
technology, where we demystify the complexities of
technical objects and find ways to adapt them to the
needs of different communities.
To strengthen solidarity between local and international
networks by working together with artists, musicians, de-
signers, technologists, theorists, activists and other practi-
tioners that share a mission similar to Varia’s and to
provide space, resources and methods to these networks.
To formulate critical attitudes and tranform them into
action by explicitly engaging with technologies which do
not rely on exploitative business models and which pro-
mote non-discriminatory standpoints.
To move away from the ideological dichotomies that in-
form the adoption and use of technology, such as “old”
versus “new” media, “low” versus “high” tech, “smart”
versus “dumb” devices. We focus instead on notions like
conditions, frugality, accessibility, transformability, and
public interest.

The current Varia members are Manetta Berends, Amy

Pickles, Julie Boschat Thorez, Cristina Cochior, Angeliki

Diakrousi, Lídia Pereira, Luke Murphy, Joana Chicau,

Silvio Lorusso, Thomas Walskaar, Danny Tirthdas van der

Kleij, Dennis de Bel, Niek Hilkmann, Mathijs van Ooster-

houdt, Artemis Gryllaki, Roel Roscam Abbing, Alice Strete,

Simon Browne and Yoana Buzova.

Application Summary

The theme for the 2022 public programme will be The

Practice of Everyday Technology - Dialogical Learning, which

continues the previous public programme which was

framed as The Practice of Everyday Technology. The 2022

programme consists of five main activities: a series of five

Partylines; a series of two Feminist Hack Meetings (FHM);

the trans-European project A Traversal Network of Feminist

Servers (ATNOFS); Infrafem, a research and exchange meet-

ing and public radio broadcast; and a workshop around

the Digital Archive of Artists’ Publishing (DAAP) project.

In these times of uncertainty exacerbated by the global

pandemic, we want to direct our attention to means of en-

gagement that allow for a dialogical learning, such as the

Partylines and Feminist Hack Meetings, while also making

space for developing and learning from tools that go bey-

ond universalist mindsets and are situated instead within

specific audiences and contexts, such as A Traversal Net-

work of Feminist Servers and Digital Archive of Artists’ Publish-

ing. These activities give us the possibility to invite an

audience into the collective learning environment that

Varia aims to be.

Background of the Organisation

Varia developed a bottom-up approach to collaborative

work that is defined by our organisational model. We rely
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on various methods and methodologies. These include

decision making protocols, our code of conduct, and the

ways in which we distribute labour and responsibilities in

a non-hierarchal way. This in turn also influences how the

cultural and artistic work we perform emerges.

Varia’s Organisational Politics

As an organisation Varia has a particular form: it is neither

a studio nor a collective, but a member-based collective-

space, a term we’ve been using to describe the different

configurations in which we have collaborated over the

years, bound to the physical space in Gouwstraat 3, Rotter-

dam. Varia operates through an association model in

which 19 members pay a monthly contribution to main-

tain the organisation and have a say in its programme and

activities. During a monthly meeting open to all members,

a jointly defined agenda is discussed.

Fair and Sustainable Practices

At Varia we work with a set fee of 200 euros a day, and we

do not make distinction between different types of labour

contributions. This means that work which falls under

content conception, programming (code), programming

(public events), maintenance (of the collective infrastruc-

ture) and administration, to give a few examples, are all re-

munerated equally. We do this guided by the belief that

knowledge and skills take many forms, all equally import-

ant. As a consequence, our non-hierarchical activities be-

come important opportunities for sharing skills in order

to sustainably circulate organisational knowledge. With

the support of Stimuleringsfonds we would be able to ex-

tend our public programme. This programme is for us not

only a way to disseminate our tools, methods and ideas to

an audience, but also a way to steghten our relationships

with like-minded practitioners, which we invite as external

guests.

Varia strives to abide to the principles of the Fair Practice

Code, Governance Code and the Diversity and Inclusion

Code. We do our best to express solidarity with the organ-

isations we support by offering them space and helping

them with orgnisational conundrums. Example of this in-

volvement is the current support for Cultural Workers

Unite and Bond Precaire Woonvormen, which employ our

project space to organise meetings and gatherings with

their members throughout the year. We are actively in-

volved with the sustainability of the local cultural and cre-

ative sector. We have also organized various events that

address the relationship between entrapreneurship and

precarity, as well as the free labour performed on com-

mercial social media. We are transparent regarding the

work that goes into projects both with our members and

the external parties we collaborate with. When needed, we

use a collective common fund to tackle unforseen situ-

ations where financial backup is necessary. The common

fund is meant to alleviate structural disfuctions of the cre-

ative industries which lead to overwork and unfair pay. We

also regularly consult with Force Finance, a collective of

independent accountants specialized in the cultural sector.

Collective Infrastructure

Varia has an active interest in ways of organising. We use,

develop, and contribute to systems that facilitate collabor-

ation and exchange (such as a self-hosted calendar, collab-

orative notepads, chat systems, wiki’s), printing facilities,

an electronica depot and self-developed so�ware (such as

a library organisation system and custom-made documenta-

tion systems such as logbot and etherpump). Together they

form a collective infrastructure that supports the practices

of the members and others: these facilities are not only

meant for the exclusive use of Varia, most of them are

opened up to others. Passing on the knowledge and ex-

pertise we gained while working with them is part of our

practice and we are invited on different occassions to do

so, including invitiations from Het Nieuwe Instituut,

Worm, Casco, The Photographer’s Gallery, and the In-

donesian collective ruangrupa, who is curating the current

edition of Documenta.

Technofeminism

Varia is interested in bringing together broader intersec-

tional feminist perspectives with technology and the pro-

cesses of shaping it. Technological production exists

within a social context that strongly affects the relation-

ships of bodies producing and consuming technology. We

are willing to reframe these relationships and raise aware-

ness on the entanglement of technology with social iden-

tities such as gender, class, ethnicity and race.

Aspiring to contribute to a situated network of mutual aid,

we develop and work with feminist infrastructures and

tools based on doing together (DIT) and doing with others

(DIWO) practices. We want to connect with local feminist

& activist collectives, exchange knowledge around feminist

activism, technology and artistic practices.

In parallel to learning about, practising and tweaking tech-

nologies, we also imagine, speculate about and prototype

future technologies as a tool for political change. Within

our collective practices, we do not only focus on the tech-

nological tools we produce and use. We find it equally im-

portant to spend time together convivially, have fun and

strengthen our friendships and solidarity bonds.

Feminist techno-speculative storytelling, fiction

and design gestures towards a set of geographies

of the imaginary and of their materiality deeply

Varia’s collective digital infrastructure

https://quickscan.fairpracticecode.nl/en/fair-practice-code
https://bij.cultuur-ondernemen.nl/storage/media/Governance-Code-Cultuur-2019_NL_download-versie.pdf
https://codedi.nl/
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inspired by social justice and political trans‐

formation. (Sophie Toupin, Spideralex, 2018)

Code of Conduct

Our Code of Conduct is published both in our online and

physical spaces. A code of conduct is a tool rooted in fem-

inist and queer environments, where much attention is

paid to power distribution, responsibilities, and care. The

document is not only there to indicate boundaries, but can

also be seen as an invitation to stimulate cooperation with

partners with related goals that require a safe and inclusive

environment.

Dialogical Learning

Our collective working practices open up to Dialogical

Learning, inviting us to perceive learning as a dialogue

between people but also between people and technology.

Through dialogue, we do not just learn how something

works, but we also question its social, political and eco-

nomic dimensions.

Dialogical Learning spans both institutional and non-tra-

ditional learning contexts. While our projects are o�en in

close collaboration with universities, we stress the value of

knowledge production and sharing in spaces outside, or in

the margins of academia. Our emphasis is on a hands-on

sharing of knowledge and skills, experimenting and devel-

oping technological alternatives and involving people who

work towards a common goal. Dialogical Learning is based

on equitable dialogue: the co-creation of meaning coming

from multiple points of view.

This accompanies a blurring of boundaries between intel-

lectuals and technicians, producers and consumers, tech-

niques and technologies. To overcome power dynamics

that restrict respective positions, we attempt to adapt our

skills, methods and tools to diverse aims and contexts. We

develop fluidity in our workflows, encouraging a circular

interchange of roles, moving between thinking and mak-

ing as parts of the same process.

Open Access, Free So�ware, Open Licenses

Tool-making is an essential element of most of our prac-

tices. We favour, without idealising, Free/Libre/Open

Source So�ware (FLOSS) because it allows us to particip-

ate in a culture of contribution where users and makers

have a say in the systems they employ. These tools help us

shape a different technological present and leave the door

open for desirable futures. However, when we work with

FLOSS, we do so by taking context-specific conditions into

account. This manifests in our engagement with ethical li-

censing, open access, but also considerate levels of public-

ness, that invites master students in design education to

engage with questions around situated openness, author-

ship and collective work. In the Recent activities section we

will describe a couple of recent activities that reflect these

principles in detail.

https://varia.zone/en/pages/code-of-conduct.html
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The Practice of Everyday

Technology - Dialogical

Learning

Programme Theme

This theme for the 2022 public programme will be a con-

tinuation of last year’s theme The Practices of Everyday

Technology. This year we will focus more on pedagogical

methods and forms of collective learning, which brought

us to: The Practices of Everyday Technology - Dialogical Learn-

ing. This programme will contain four main activities:

Partylines, Feminist Hack Meetings, A Traversal Network

of Feminist Servers (ATNOFS) and Digital Archive of

Artist’s Publishing (DAAP).

Last year, our main programme focused on three main

areas: Everyday Technology Press, Varia Broadcasts and

Varia Curriculum — which will be continued throughout

the programme of 2022 — yet in ways that bring together

these activities (publishing practices, building infrastruc-

tures and learning). This year we will work towards bring-

ing these activities and practices together, instead of keep-

ing them separate. We want to be able to keep a flow of

gaining and sharing knowledge through different modes

of learning.

Motivations & Aims

Here, we articulate the aims of the 2022 program, which

countinues and expands the previous one. Our goals are

to:

achieve a more coherent structure. We will do this by
shi�ing from hosting events in which knowledge is presen-
ted to facilitating gatherings where knowledge is exchanged.
open up space for developing forms of (digital) solidarity
between participants (individuals, organisations, groups,
institutions) by facilitating forms of dialogical learning.
address questions that otherwise lack places to be
addressed.
collectively expand on techno-feminist approaches and
durable technological knowledge.

In 2022, the programme of Varia will consist of: Partylines

(5 events), A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers, In-

frafem, Feminist Hack Meetings, and the Digital Archive

of Artist’s Publishing.

Audience: a more coherent programme

By shi�ing from presenting knowledge to exchanging

knowledge we aim at challenging the separation of roles

between organisers and audience. Instead we focus on

modes of participation, collective learning and facilitating

generative environments. This shi� help us focus and

work towards a public facing program that is more coher-

ent to our own way of organising as a collective, which

brings our audiences closer and facilitates more in-depth

exchange.

One example of how we engaged our audiences beyond

specific events, is in Varia’s Broadcast platform, we invite

audience members to join an online chat or ‘public room’

for ad-hoc conversations. This channel also feeds an on-

going exchange of resources related to streaming infra-

structures in the larger community. This has been an in-

teresting extension and way of embracing exchange out-

side the limits of scheduled events. By bridging program

activities with infrastructure and learning practices we

contribute to an active archive of knowledge exchange that

is made public. Building up on a longer-term commit-

ment to a cycle of learning, sharing, circulating

knowledge.

Our practice: a shi� from presenting knowledge to

knowledge exchange

We learnt that is in collective learning environments that

our practices are challenged, change and develop.

During the pandemic years 2020 and 2021 various plat-

forms and collectives together hosted independent online

transmissions relying on open source infrastructure, thus

going against the notions of market driven, simplified,

easy-to-consume, sign-up only platforms o�en times in-

accesible to all (examples include Teams, Zoom etc. that

have proven to violate users’ privacy). This has evolved to

a new ecosystem of support and sharing between these,

mostly, cultural spaces that feeds the cultural processes.

Varia has been an important factor to this cultural devel-

opment by providing and developing alternatives (Ether-

pad, Icecast, Jitsi, XMPP, Peertube etc.), sharing tools,

methods, knowledge through the event series Digital

Solidarity Networks; the mirroring of the Palestinian radio

programme Sonic Liberation Front on our own server;

joining public discussions with Platform Alliance and

Mushroom radio about digital infrastructures, sharing ra-

dio and alternative platforms knowledge with University

of Fine Arts in Athens and The Department of Graphic

Design and Visual Communication, University of West At-

tica; the usage of Varia pads and Narrowcast by Willem De

Kooning Academie; hosting workshops for Het Nieuwe In-

stituut where we presented our Etherpad practices; mem-

bers of Varia developing the lumbung.space. infrastructure

for ruangrupa. Likewise, Varia has received great help

from collaborators like Constant in Brussels and ESC in

Graz, for setting up our streaming infrastructure.

Content: techno-feminist approaches and durable tech-

nological knowledge

We noticed that the organisational work of running many

different events made it difficult for us to dive deeper into

the subjects of feminist practices (which was the subject of
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the Feminist Hack Meetings) and digital solidarity (the

main topic of the Digital Solidarity Networks events).

What does it mean to code and make infrastructure in a

feminist way? What does it mean to operate in solidarity

with others, when it comes to circulating knowledge

around non-extractive so�ware and online services?

What we do within Varia, is o�en in between cultural prac-

tices, technological experiments and academia, with sens-

ibilities for feminism, climate emergency and non-indi-

vidual ways of working. The focus on dialogical learning,

exchange, allowing a dialog to happen. We are particularly

keen on working with diverse groups of people from dif-

ferent disciplines and backgrounds brought together by

their affinity to the subject of everyday technology, in or-

der to conduct a type of hands-on cross-polination which

can be hardly found in either academic or artistic con-

texts. We strongly believe that learning should cross such

disciplinary borders and from previous experiences we

know that encounters laying on semi-structured, non-

hierarchal activities can enable other crossings in the fu-

ture. We also want to spread this work out throughout the

year, as opposed to a summer school model, which chan-

nels focus for a single dense moment in the year.

Public Programme 2022

Streaming With Infrafem

Infrafem will be a day-long research and exchange meet-

ing for cultural organisations in the Netherlands that run

and maintain a digital infrastructure as part of their cul-

tural programmes, culminating in a public radio broad-

cast where international initiatives are invited to join and

share their own experience. These moments will allow us

to navigate through a local network of groups and organ-

isations (during the research and exchange meeting) and a

wireless network of international ones (during the live ra-

dio broadcast). For the research and exchange meeting, we

are in conversation and would like to invite the Nether-

lands-based Platform Alliance (PUB Radio, Fanfare, Mush-

room Radio, Radioee.net), Hackers & Designers, LAG and

Casco. For the radio broadcast, we would like to get in

touch with international collectives: METROPOLARITY,

Gantala Press, rururadio and Radio Alhara.

The word “infrafem” is a portmanteau of feminism and

infrastructure, and refers to doing infrastructure with a

feminist sensibility, as mentioned throughout this docu-

ment. We believe that considering the means of commu-

nication as a means of production and questioning who is

making them and under which conditions is important.

Streaming With Infrafem is a moment of exchange of

communal strategies, infrastructural knowledge, and

design choices starting by redefining the notion of stream-

ing. We will explore ways of “streaming” to each other by

listening, waiting and responding, both through text (for

example via collaborative editors), through audio (for ex-

ample via the streaming audio/video servers), and other

means.

For the research meeting, we will invite local initiatives

and people that are working from a technical, aesthetic

and critical interest in digital infrastructures. The topics

we want to address in relation to streaming emerged from

the past year’s work around the Varia Broadcast and the

Digital Solidarity Networks sections of the public pro-

gramme. They include notions of bridging independent

and self-organised platforms, archipelagic thinking, fem-

inist systems of support, oral collective knowledge pro-

duction and material limits of networks. The research

meeting will be a semi-public physical gathering in Varia.

During this session, we will materialise and propagate the

discussions that will emerge through diagrams of net-

works, documentation of tools and practices, collective

writing and audio recordings.

This moment of exchange will lead to a public live radio

broadcast in which the questions from the research meet-

ing will be opened up to the public together with 4 invited

guests who are building publics in experimental ways and

are based outside of the Netherlands. Narrowcast will host

this event. This broadcast will be a moment to share the

outcomes, questions, tools, practices and desires between

the hosts, invited guests and the listeners.

We find it urgent to create spaces for encountering other

peers and articulating practices that do not erase differ-

ence, but support each other through points of contact.

However, through the public broadcast we aim to reach

out to audiences who may not have a technical practice

but who are concerned with the topics.

Who: Danny Tirthdas van der Kleij, Angeliki Diakrousi,

Clara Balaguer, Cristina Cochior

When: April 2022

Budget: [tbc]

Partylines

Partylines are a form of outward-facing, collective learn-

ing expert meetings organized by Varia, aiming to facilit-

ate the gathering of durable knowledge. They are durable

because they don’t focus on technological trends, but

rather on foundational technical knowledge.

The name is inspired from the Century 21 Calling event

on Party Lines, local loop telephone circuits that were

shared by multiple telephone service subscribers from the

mid-20th Century. This shared line between neighbours

made telephone access possible for kilometers. Due to

every subscriber being able to tune into the collective call,

they quickly became a source of entertainment, becoming

the place where gossip is shared, but also where emergen-

cies would be communicated. The convivial nature of the

party lines, as well as their being a place of communal in-

formation is what led us to this eponymous series.

http://varia.zone/21-party-line.html
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During a partyline we focus on one topic relating to every-

day technology (such as protocols) but approach this topic

fluidly and from different viewpoints and perspectives,

with a specific focus on graphic design, creative writing,

media art, programming, technofeminist sensibilities,

publishing practices and media theory. Partylines are two

day-long semi-structured events, inviting both Varia

members, guests and participants to join.

The first experimental partyline was the Plain Text Partyl-

ine, organised for the South Explorer festival on the 8th

and 9th of May 2021. Here we engaged with plain text po-

etics, made ASCII banners, wove words into textual pat-

terns, wrote about the ministration in administration and

the axes of matrices in design.

Each partyline documents their session in the moment

collectively with all participants. The highly experimental

work that is being made during the partyline is made pub-

lic over the course of the two days itself. By utilizing

Varia’s self-hosted server and the free so�ware develop-

ment capabilities of its members, we aim for an experi-

mental publishing environment to bundle all the docu-

mented partyline materials together and publish them as a

Partyline Bundle in December 2022.

The partylines series will include:

Receive and Transmit Partyline 
Hold and Release Partyline 
Promiscuous Publishing Partyline 
Colonial Infrastructures Partyline 
Plain Text Protocol Partyline 

Receive and Transmit Partyline

The Receive and Transmit partyline is a deep dive into the

one of the most fundamental building blocks of our

everyday existence through technological infrastructures:

wireless communication.

In this partyline we will build, investigate, experiment and

try to understand these technological objects that are all

encompassing in society and present within most of our

telecommunication devices. Using a hands-on action re-

search approach we aim to raise questions on ethical no-

tions of privacy, sustainability and maintainability through

low-tech, low-complexity and cost-efficient means.

Varia members, guests and audience are invited to inspect

these technologies on multiple levels. From a material,

ecologial and electrical physical level, to so�ware and eco-

nomies of computation, to levels of common usage and

community building practices.

The dialogical learning aspect of the partylines, could take

a very literal meaning here where being in dialog with

technologies of communication is also being in dialog

with each other through these very same technologies.

On a technical level the Receive and Transmit partyline

will include a wide variety of DIY and DIWO transmission

and reception equipment: Lora Modules, Infrared, Wi-Fi,

FM radio and cellular networks.

In contrast to IoT and smart technologies attempting to

commodify everyday objects, this partyline will attempt to

consider and question what our own autonomous net-

works of communication might look like.

The Receive and Transmit partyline is a continuation of

previous research and presentations done by Varia mem-

bers and the comminities they are part of.1234

Who: Dennis de Bel, Danny Tirthdas van der Kleij

When: April 2022

Budget: € 3000 (organising fees)

Hold and Release Partyline

This partyline departs from an embodied socio-technolo-

gical-ontological approach, aiming to rethink the logics

and mechanism of how we can structure knowledge

through actions of holding and releasing.

To get a better understanding of the politics of knowledge

and knowledge distribution, we propose practicing it with

actions instead of centering it through items, files or books.

We would like to think of different ways in which we can

identify what is useful in what we know, and locate it

within the practices of peers and the conditions in which

they operate.

How can we imagine knowledge holding and releasing ac-

tions that understand knowledge through tools, structure,

bodies, usage, material, conditions? Can holding be a

shared action? Can we imagine distribution models based

on various rhythms of holding and releasing knowledge?

What can we learn from databases and from the way in

which they are organised, with a view to proposing differ-

ent ways of structuring along alternative vectors of under-

standing? Does releasing knowledge also mean that we no

longer hold it?

While understanding that the question “what is know-

ledge?” is age-old and will not be answered in these two

days, we are excited to make space to exchange on per-

sonal experiences that we have when it comes to holding

and releasing knowledge. Operating in a group of people

coming from different cultural backgrounds, we will invite

participants to think of formats of knowledge holding and

Building a low-tech tv transmitter
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releasing that we can put on the table during these two

days to learn from.

This partyline is a continuation of the VLTK, a research

trajectory around vernacular technological knowledge

structures which will be materialised in a publication pro-

duced during the public programme of 2021 (by Cristina

Cochior, Julie Boschat-Thorez and Manetta Berends) and

the project Parallel Library Services, a workshop series

that documents the many actions and situations that lib-

raries and amateur librarians facilitate (by Simon Browne).

We will invite conveners of pirate.care (Valeria Graziano,

Marcell Mars and Tomislav Medak) to introduce their

transnational research project and network of activists

who work towards a common care infrastructure.

Who: Simon Browne, Manetta Berends  

Guests: pirate.care (two of the members of the group)  

When: mid-June 2022  

Budget: € 3000 (organising fees), € 1200 (fee for 2 guests)

Plain Text Protocol Partyline

The Plain Text Protocol Partyline is a continuation of the

original plain text partyline for South Explorer festival of

2021 which explored the modest space of the rigid X-Y

axis of plain text. It is further developing the research

threads of this partyline, such as patterns, fonts and gener-

ative layout so�ware but proceeding towards the idea of

communication and protocols.

Using these protocols as a critical lens, plain text-only on-

line environments give us the possiblity to utilize the

communication layer of the web, without the problematic

state of current day browsers and current forms of waste-

ful, high energy consumption webdesign.

How can we imagine an online space and computer cul-

ture that does not suffer from the western ideology of un-

limited growth? How can we degrow the economies of the

web, while remaining critical of reactionary technological

movements? In this partyline we aim to make space for

media archaeology practices towards forgotten protocols

and developing a critical view towards new protocols.

The Plain Text Protocol Partyline is both an online and

offline hybrid event to understand the energy consump-

tion and other physical implications of running your own

self-hosted server for plain text-only services. Simultan-

eously we will invite guests to experience, participate,

read, write and alter these online spaces. We will invite

Gemini creator and so�ware developer Solderpunk to

share his views on salvaged computing platforms. And

openBSD developer Solène Rapenne to share her experi-

ences with the challenges of old computers.

There are many projects that address the sus‐

tainability problems of the World Wide Web.

Activism for sustainable websites, solar-powered

servers, new protocols, simpler document

formats.(1)

¹Permacomputing update 2021

Who: Danny Tirthdas van der Kleij  

Guests: Solderpunk, Solène Rapenne  

When: September 2022  

Budget: € 3000 (organising fees), € 1200 (fee for 2 guests)

Colonial Infrastructures Partyline

This partyline makes tangible the invisible colonial mech-

anisms of hierarchy and oppression that are prevalent in

everyday communication technologies, yet o�en difficult

to comprehend.

We will do this through public moments that share spe-

cific examples of colonial infrastructures, and provide

tools to dig deeper, to read otherwise, and to search

around and under dominant logics perpetuated online.

Guest presentations from invited experts will compliment

this research, by showcasing creative practitioners working

against the grain of coloniality and expressing how to

work otherwise in the field of communication technology.

Our references include the routes of internet undersea

cables, how they follow colonial trade routes and how ac-

cess differs dramatically from the global north to global

south. Power imbalances in relation to data sharing pro-

cesses and mobile networks, corporate surveillance from

Big Tech, the use of AI by governing states in the identific-

ation and classification of migrating peoples.

We will invite Danae Tapia, working-class feminist writer,

multimedia artist and technologist. She is the founder of

The Digital Witchcra� Institute, an arts organisation ded-

icated to collecting and showcasing advanced non-con-

forming approaches to the use of technology. Her practice

reflects on posthuman technology, deep migrations and

climate justice. She will share her work on non-western in-

frastructures that are not mediated by Western logics. To-

gether we will review a series of cases from all over the

world where communities have created their own techno-

logical systems outside the dominant norm, also cases

where the centre is not in the individual as a consumer but

in collective bodies and even in the non-human. These ap-

proaches emerge as arrangements that are oppositional to

capitalism, so we will examine this intersection using a

lens of historical materialism and technological

disobedience.

Our following guest will be Abeba Birhane, an Ethiopian-

born cognitive scientist who works at the intersection of

complex adaptive systems, machine learning, algorithmic

bias, and critical race studies. She will share her work on

emerging AI technologies and how they shape individuals

and local communities, presenting how AI algorithms tend

to disproportionately impact vulnerable groups such as

older workers, trans people, immigrants, and children. We

https://pirate.care/
https://www.circumlunar.space/~solderpunk/
https://dataswamp.org/~solene/index.html
http://viznut.fi/texts-en/permacomputing_update_2021.html
https://www.circumlunar.space/~solderpunk/
https://dataswamp.org/~solene/index.html
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will developing our collective imagination with Birhane,

following her work with Olivia Guest on how to decolon-

ise computational sciences, we will discuss how to “build

both a grass-roots and a top-down re-imagining of com-

putational sciences… to progress away from their stagnant,

sexist, and racist shared past into carving and maintaining

an ecosystem where both a diverse demographics of re-

searchers and scientific ideas that critically challenge the

status quo are welcomed.”

(Birhane, A. & Guest O. Towards decolonising computational sci-
ences, 2020)

Who: Amy Pickles, Julie Boschat Thorez  

Guests: Abeda Birhane, Danae Tapia  

When: November 2022  

Budget: € 3000 (organising fees), € 1200 (fee for 2 guests)

Promiscuous Publishing Partyline

“A promiscuous publication is NOT like paral‐

lel, hybrid, or cross-media publishing. It is a

multi-headed and polycentric form of making

public. It enjoys its various forms, and embraces

their idiosyncracies. As a multi-headed publica‐

tion it is NOT obsessed with providing uniform

outcomes across diverse media. Having many

centers, it can produce new focal points and ob‐

fuscate its origins. It explores playfully a spec‐

tral diversity with sibling out-comes and bas‐

tard children that operate out of sync or tune.”

(Christoph Haag, make make do in: The Techno-Galactic Guide to
So�ware Observation, 2016)

Inspired by Christoph Haag’s formulation of a promiscu-

ous publication, we will dive into a whole range of (free

so�ware) tools and methods that enable forms of promis-

cuous publishing. As tools and methods grow, ways of

publishing across a range of tools and media make it pos-

sible for designers to build custom workflows and question

the mode of production when working on a publication.

By summoning the “multi-headed beast” that promiscu-

ous publishing gives birth to, we resist the singularity of

the text and the workflows that produce it.

Adobe Indesign, a common tool of trade for graphic de-

signers, presents an example of an enclosed, single-source

publishing so�ware that is fraught with artificial boundar-

ies that arise through: Adobe’s business model, the ver-

sions of the so�ware suite, the understanding of design as

an individual process, etc.

The practical and hands-on focus of this partyline will

provide participants with handles to explore and try out

all sorts of ways in which you can connect one

reading/writing/designing environment to another. Differ-

ent publishing workflows will be made which can hook

into each other, using tools such as Etherpad, Mediawiki,

Pandoc, pd�otext, spreadsheets and web scrapers.

Together we will work to create open ends and ways to en-

able workflows that engage with a chimeric knot of many

inputs, many outputs and all sorts of ways of redirecting

and transforming them. Stepping outside of singular

workflows is not new, nor easy and challenges may come

from individual habits, shi�ing contexts and external

parameters, such as changing CSS standards for paged

media. However, understanding the relationships between

different tools, content and writers/designers/publishers

invites a rich and multi-vocal exchange of experiences,

creating valuable time for research. Although the practice

of promiscuous publishing has been going for almost 20

years, it is time to reinvigorate the discussion in the con-

text of the Dutch design landscape where it is largely

absent.

We will invite Julie Blanc to join us, to share her experi-

ences from working on the web2print tool Paged.js, and

Christoph Haag, to look back at the many years of work-

ing with/through promiscuous publishing practice.

This partyline is part of a continuous collective learning

initiative Pub.club, which is a monthly gathering around

publishing tools within Varia.

Who: Simon Browne, Manetta Berends  

Guests: Julie Blanc, Christoph Haag  

When: October 2022  

Budget: € 3000 (organising fees), € 1200 (fee for 2 guests)

Feminist Hack Meetings (FHM)

The F(eminist) H(ack) M(eetings) are a series of research

gatherings and workshops initiated by Varia

(https://vvvvvvaria.org/) in Rotterdam. They explore the

concept of hacking, combining it with feminist practices

and stretch it to acquire new meanings. So far, our events

have focused on supporting feminist technical infrastruc-

ture, speculating on future technologies, experimenting

with radio performance and translating politics of care

into several practices within the fields of publishing,

design, hacking and art. Coming from and moving for-

ward from last year’s frustrations and online fatigue of the

lockdowns periods, FHM today feels the need to step hard

on the doing. By building networks of solidarity and mu-

tual aid, learning and reaching out to each other, sharing

knowledge in praxis, stepping out of the constrictions of

the digital space.

“Dreaming about the backbone or network ar‐

chitecture, the digital and physical, that our

stories and dreams need requires attentiveness,

patience and love.”

(https://adanewmedia.org/2018/05/issue13-

toupin-spideralex/)

https://adanewmedia.org/2018/05/issue13-toupin-spideralex/
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For 2022 we propose the organisation of two whole-day

events. For each event, we will invite individuals and col-

lectives closely related to the subjects we suggest; mutual

aid and accessibility. Our main goal is to connect with local

organisations and groups working on and around femin-

ism, inclusivity, activism, accessibility, art and publishing.

The two thematic events and their programme are de-

scribed below.

Themes

Mutual aid

This session has a focus on mutual aid. We aim to connect

with local feminist groups in Rotterdam and create net-

works of support across collectives. The different feminist

initiatives do not necessarily have the same experience.

They may practice sewing, printing, providing legal sup-

port or hosting decentralised media platforms. FHM sup-

ports a complex approach to everyday technologies and

societal issues by allowing space for different skills and

needs. The mutual aid among them lies in organisation,

communication and trust. We want to take the step in

sharing knowledge and skills produced locally to comple-

ment our competencies and bridge offline and online

networks.

We will invite several feminist/queer collectives in Rotter-

dam, including EUCSA’s Queer Co(llective), Uitgesproken

Queer, KONTRA, The WORM Pirate Bay, JUNCTION, to

join us for the day. Some of them have a physical location,

while others work nomadically, or are currently searching

for one. We will start the day at Varia, meet&greet each

other, and collectively organise a bike tour to other

feminist/queer spaces in Rotterdam. The hosts will share

their initiative’s, aims and interests and give us a small

guided tour around. Growing this offline feminist network

in Rotterdam is needed a�er a year of isolation and online

communication.

A�er our bike tour, we will return to Varia for the second

part of the session. The Feminist Hack Meetings, as a node

of this network, will introduce Varia’s infrastructures and

tools (e.g. our feminist server, pads, and printers in the

space), informing the other groups about our practices and

approach to everyday technology. We will think together

with them about the importance of challenging as femin-

ists the infrastructures and platforms we use. The day will

culminate with an informal printing party, where we will

invite the collectives to use our scanners and printers.

They may reproduce some of their

zines/flyers/publications/stickers  to create an instant tiny

feminist library that will remain in the space. This gather-

ing can be the first step towards building a slowly growing

feminist network.

This event will happen in March at Varia. During the ses-

sion, the participants will visit several other

feminists/queer collectives in Rotterdam within a bike

tour.

Accessibility

This session will follow a schedule of three parts. In the

first part, we will read from Access Riders circulating in

the creative community, including the visual artist Jessie

Bullivant’s Rider (2020) and the writer and artist Johanna

Hedva’s Disability Access Rider (2019). Hedva describes

why we need riders “I’ve learned a lot about my own capa-

city and how working with institutions tends to go. So that

we can work together better, the first thing I do in re-

sponse is send my Disability Access Rider.” (Hedva, 2019)

Though Varia is not an institution, during a close reading

of these texts we will evaluate how we can provide for col-

laborators and public, and what we need in return. With

guidance from the references we will write out the Access-

ibility of Varia as a physical space, and the Access needs of

those working with it.

Secondly, we will focus on collective reading, annotating

and discussing texts around the inclusive practice of digital

accessibility through a feminist lens. We will gather refer-

ences that vary from a broader theoretical approach re-

garding accessibility on the web to the specific case of

visual impairment. We plan to research protocols and

methods for translating web-based text zines to audible

ones.

In the third part, we will proceed to a hands-on workshop,

using the knowledge gained from the first theoretical

parts. We will try out different methods of translating fem-

inist zines from Varia’s archives into audible ones, and au-

dio recording our Access riders. We will set up mics, make

recordings, and edit our experiments using the infrastruc-

ture that already exists in Varia. Through this fun learning

activity, we wish to address the issue of digital accessibility

while making our feminist zines more accessible to a

wider audience.

The outcome of this session will be an online radio show

combining our recorded audio experiments for a public

audience, streamed through Varia Broadcasts. The audio

Access riders will remain available as a sound file through

the Varia website.

Who is involved: Amy Pickles, Artemis Gryllaki, Julia

Bande  

When: March, June  

Location: Varia  

Budget: (in the spreadsheet)

A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers
(ATNOFS)

A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (ATNOFS) is a

collaborative project formed around intersectional, femin-

ist, ecological servers whose communities travel between

each other to share and extend their skills through live

gatherings. Such platforms and tools are necessary to nav‑
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igate our communications and cultural growth beyond the

current media oligopolies, and democratize cultural and

political expression outside obscure algorithms and ad-

vertising monetization. The project is carried out as a de-

centralized programme taking place in 5 different loca-

tions (The Netherlands, Belgium, Romania, Greece, Aus-

tria) with the collaboration of 6 partner organisations

(LURK, Constant, HYPHA, Feminist Hack Meetings, and

ESC). The sessions will be documented through a mobile

server, by which we mean a computer that can be connec-

ted to the Internet, running a website and file storage. The

documentation will also take the shape of a print publica-

tion, each chapter being defined and shaped by a partner.

This project aims to strengthen and deepen the pan-

European network of cultural organisations working on

collective hosting practices with free libre open source

so�ware. By collectivizing these practices and implement-

ing tools and methods that reflect their needs, interests

and cultural environment, the different partners in the

network can give and receive support within it and sub-

sequently share it further within their respective com-

munity and local cultural network. The project will be car-

ried out by collectively caring for multiple and traveling

intersectional feminist servers. The principles of intersec-

tional feminist servers are inspired by the Feminist Server

Manifesto which was written during the summit Are you

Being Served?.

Varia’s Chapter - Feminist Publishing Infrastructure

“One publishes to find comrades.” André Breton

Varia’s contribution to the traveling server will be focused

around feminist federated publishing. In the first session

hosted in Varia a new intersectional feminist server will be

installed that will provide the publishing infrastructure for

the rest of the partners. The server will document its own

process of installation as well as the session itself. It will

then travel to other locations, where it can inform the de-

velopment of other servers. It will function as a platform

to write and reflect on for the different partners, as well as

making public the diversity of generated material. During

this session, representatives from each chapter will travel

to Varia to participate in and contribute to the installation

and documentation of the process.

The infrastructure will be introduced and tested in a 2 day

public programme at Varia. Together with the parti-

cipants, we will inquire into the gestures of publishing as

acts of self-determination, knowledge transmission, main-

tenance and finding peers. We will experiment with mod-

els of resonant publishing: publishing that is not le� at the

end of a process of thought, but is embedded in a social

process where thought develops and unfolds. In this way,

it establishes new conditions for the co-production of

meaning.

Through this infrastructure we want to experiment with

resonance between the roles commonly found in publish-

ing: writers, editors, designers, readers, so�ware makers by

animating new forms of co-operative relationships

between them. Notions of plurivocality (bringing together

different voices) and solidarity (support between feminist

hosting collectives) in relation to technical possibilities of

so�ware versioning, multiple format outputs, vernacular

workflows, and federated hosting will be discussed

throughout the session.

The programme will include the guests Danae Tapia,

working-class feminist writer, multimedia artist and tech-

nologist, who will speak about her involvement in the

Riseup collective, and spideralex, sociologist, PhD in social

economy and a researcher on ICT for the public good,

who will speak about her work with Anarchaserver

collective.

Once the ATNOFS project is finished, the traveling server

will become the basis of the feminist server Rosa that will

remain in Varia. Rosa will be open for the use of self-or-

ganised artist and activist collectives in Rotterdam or The

Netherlands, such as Cultural Workers Unite, Platform BK,

Queer Rotterdam, Salwa Foundation.

Who is involved: Alice Strete, Cristina Cochior, Julia

Bende, Manetta Berends, Amy Pickles 

Location: Varia  

When: March  

Budget: € 9500 + cofunding  

Co-funding: € 39.970 Guests: Danae Tapia, Spideralex

Digital Archive of Artist’s Publishing (DAAP)

The Digital Archive of Artists’ Publishing (DAAP) is a data-

base of artists’ books and publications, that acts as a hub

engaging users with questions of critical archival practice,

data strategies and the inclusion, or exclusion, of com-

munity histories. Built by practitioners in contemporary

artists’ publishing, as well as designers and developers in-

terested in critical database technologies – including 2

Varia members, the project also serves as a useful refer-

ence point to explore the limits and potentials of ‘open-

ness’ in digital culture.

We propose a 2-day event series hosted at Varia, and

building on the knowledge of Varia members, to explore

the following questions: From open licenses, to open data,

and open source code – what do we mean by ‘open’ in the

context of the DAAP and its linked open data database,

and what are the implications for the users and collaborat-

ors involved? When is simply publishing data or code

‘openly’ not enough? When are additional educational,

documentation and outreach activities needed to fulfil the

promise of ‘openness’?

The first day will include a workshop open to the public

and the local community of artists, researchers, technolo-

gists and students working with publishing as a medium.
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The workshop will involve hands-on training how to work

with and contribute to the DAAP database with the aim to

gather feedback for improvements with regard to the

overall accessibility of the so�ware and its potential to in-

volve the public as active participants in its construction.

The second day will be a closed, by-invitation only, work-

shop wherein the DAAP tech team and a small group of

technologists will collaboratively document the techno-

logy setup of the archive – aiming to ‘open-source’ not

only the code of the platform, but the knowledge around

it’s administration and maintenance, and the possibilities

to navigate nuanced ethical questions with regards to

openness and privacy in cultural heritage archives. We will

wrap up this second collaborative session with an online

event hosted on the Varia streaming platform, while fur-

ther documentation will be made publicly accessible to

other artistic and independent technology communities

interested in exploring the potential of linked open data

and open source database so�ware. At the same time, the

documentation will also help ensure the relevance and

long-term sustainability of the DAAP platform, as well,

since it will make it possible to engage more collaborators

as active maintainers and not just users.

Who is involved: Julie Boschat Thorez, Joana Chicau and

Lozana Rossenova  

Location: Varia  

When: May  

Budget: € 1400 + cofunding  

Co-funding: € 4200 (US Grant from Code for Science and

Society and their Digital Infrastructure Incubator pro-

gramme - application under review)
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Recent Activities

To stimulate discussions and share curiousities and critic-

alities around everyday technology, Varia members o�en

organise public events around their own research, inviting

others into conversation and collective experimentation.

Support from the Stimuleringsfonds in 2021 allowed Varia

to expand the programme to include more participants; to

present, co- or self- organise events, both within the space

at Gouwstraat 3 and online supported by Varia’s infra-

structure. Here, we reflect on our 2021 programme and

give an overview of its results.

Relearn 2021 Curved was a multi-day worksession where

participants explored the material realities of the everyday

in a non-hierarchical co-learning environment. Across

several locations and embedded within the local but out-

ward-looking context of Rotterdam, they published their

explorations of self-organisation and experimental tools in

an ‘anarchive’ and a reader.

Feminist Hack Meetings, were meetings and worksessions

exploring the potentialities and imaginaries of feminist

technological collectives. These included sound artist Reni

Hofmüller and artist and so�ware developer Mara Karagi-

anni for a collective radio work and a technical hands-on

migration of data (mailing lists) in the Systerserver project.

The User Condition was a series of informal events on

user agency within computers and automated systems that

focused on notions like nostalgia, user-friendliness and

obsolescence. With invited guest speakers artist and engin-

eer Brendan Howell and designer Anaëlle Beignon, we dis-

cussed how the user’s behaviour is shaped by so�ware and

device design.

Everyday Technology Press is Varia’s inhouse publishing

house. During 2021, the press worked on a publication de-

riving from the VLTK project. ETP is an exploration of

methods of distributions both online and offline. In 2022,

we plan to publish more publications and intensify the

distribution network of the publisher by forging alliances

with collectives and local bookshops.

Digital Solidarity Networks began in March 2020 as a

shared listing of tools, practices and readings for digital

solidarity, conviviality and togetherness. Over time it be-

came a series of public moments of collective relearning

guided by presentations from guests LURK, Dušan Barok

and TITiPi (Miriyam Aouragh, Seda Gürses, Femke Snelt-

ing, Helen Pritchard).

In 2021, our programme moved from predominantly

public events led by Varia members to those which facilit-

ated co-learning environments. By de-centering the role

of speaker and listener, the work done in 2021 encouraged

active participation in a variety of ways. This had influence

on establishing our model for 2022, which is focused on

bringing more people in to learn and share together. The

past year also saw an expansion of our audience beyond

public events to include those who follow conversations

around Varia and make use of our resources, such as our

Etherpad instance, so�ware, radio streaming infrastruc-

ture, electronics’ depot, printing services and physical

space.

COVID-19 restrictions meant our public programme shif-

ted to a mostly online environment. The positive effect of

this was that it allowed the participation of people who live

abroad and exist in other networks, expanding awareness

of the activities of Varia members and partnered organisa-

tions. As we approach 2022 and restrictions are gradually

li�ed, we plan a return to both online and offline events,

feeling the need to be together in physical spaces again.

However, the insight we gained and the infrastructure we

developed during this exceptional period of history will

continue to assist and connect our organisation with oth-

ers in years to come.

Inviting others to take part in our programme allowed us

to maintain existing relationships and form new partner-

ships. Starting from our local community of Rotterdam,

we included organisations such as Cultural Workers Unite,

Fizz Club, the Experimental Publishing Master of the Piet

Zwart Institute, the Rotterdam Electronics Depot, and

BPW. Further afield, in the Netherlands and abroad, we

enjoyed collaborations with Constant (Brussels, Belgium),

Hackers & Designers (Amsterdam), servus.at (Linz, Aus-

tria), esc medien kunst labor (Graz, Austria). These rela-

tionships strengthened our regional significance, as our

audience and network grew to bring together many parti-

cipants from diverse backgrounds, locations and interests

(such as technology, art, activism, education and grassroots

Exploring stickiness at Relearn 2021

https://varia.zone/category/event.html
http://relearn.be/2021/
https://stimu.vvvvvvaria.org/pagedjs/
http://varia.zone/usercond03.html
https://vvvvvvaria.org/en/category/digital-solidarity-networks.html
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organising) outside of what had been established in years

before.

Position in the Cultural

Infrastructure

The previous 19 months of living within a pandemic have

emphasised technology’s social dimension and also

deepened the questions about the relationship we estab-

lish with it. We see more clearly how both technology and

the social landscape are influenced by each other. This is

why, when we speak of technology, we are not only speak-

ing about how something works but also about who uses it

and how this user’s work with a particular tool impacts the

world. This understanding of technology is shared by vari-

ous surrounding institutions like V2, Worm, the Experi-

mental Publishing Master programme of the Piet Zwart

Institute in Rotterdam and more broadly in the Nether-

lands with the Hackers & Designers community, Impakt,

Setup, De Waag and The Institute of Network Cultures, to

name a few.

During the pandemic, a broad network of platforms and

collectives have developed and shared non-extractive

open source infrastructure that offers alternatives to com-

mercial, easy-to-consume corporate platforms. This is in

response to extractive technology platforms such as

Zoom, Google Meet, Microso� Teams, Facebook Rooms

and the like, which are not accessible to everyone and re-

portedly violate privacy by extracting users’ personal in-

formation to be bought and sold by third parties. We op-

erate not from an adversarial position but instead ask

questions while playing an active part in the discourse by

proposing and developing alternative technological

choices.

We are a part of a network making a conscious choice to

use free so�ware in day-to-day life, exploring alternative

forms of social media that are openly accessible. These

can be configured to specific needs, increasing our agency

over our tools. Our network has evolved into a new eco-

system of support between cultural organisations and in-

stitutions, sharing our Etherpad with Het Nieuwe Instituut

and the Willem de Kooning Akademie and using

Constant’s BigBlueButton meeting room. Varia has been

an important factor to this cultural development suppor-

ted by Digital Solidarity Networks, Sonic Liberation Front,

Platform Alliance, Mushroom Radio, University of Fine

Arts in Athens. Varia has provided and developed alternat-

ives (Etherpad, Icecast, Jitsi, XMPP, PeerTube, BigBlueBut-

ton, etc) and has shared tools and methods, supported by

collaborators such as Constant in Brussels and esc medien

kunst labor in Graz. This whole network has implemented

new communication channels, a collective exercise that

can be considered as an artistic practice.

Issues around organisation and the politics of participa-

tion are central to us, and we approach them both as fea-

tures embedded in techno-social systems and as ongoing

debates on how to make them more humane and joyful.

We don’t shy away from the bureaucratic messiness of the

everyday, from the o�en tiring process of consensus

building and collective decision-making. Furthermore,

Varia departs from the “old” and “new” dichotomy, explor-

ing possibilities across media, non-linearity and other

ways to relate to media archaeology, for example, integrat-

ing concepts such as narrowcasting and other forms of

communication. We ask: are old technologies really old-

fashioned? How can we engage with obsolescence and sus-

tainability? We believe that with its specific questions and

concerns, Varia provides a meaningful addition to such an

ecology of practices, while also initiating conversations on

this issue amongst ourselves and networks concerned with

everyday technology in Rotterdam, the Netherlands and

other territories.

For this reason, Varia not only relates to other art spaces,

but also to pre-existing organisations such as hackerspaces,

fab-labs and co-working spaces. However, we explicitly

pursue a different model. Discussions about technology in

these above-mentioned spaces don’t always address the

power imbalance between multiple actors, such as large

corporations and/or different kinds of users and de-

velopers, where class, race, gender and ability play a role.

We acknowledge the limits of free so�ware fields in the

way they speak to a specific like-minded group and are in-

accessible for others. Within next year’s programme, the

Digital Solidarity Networks and the Feminist Hack Meet-

ings specifically address this issue. By actively working on

inclusion and care within technological imaginaries, these

initiatives not only span tools and their creators, but also

the digital and physical spaces in which they are used.

Communication Plan

The main principle continuing to guide our communica-

tion plan is trans-locality, though we are shi�ing the how

and what of our plan to align with, and enact, our desires

for a more coherent programme focused on longer-term

collective learning and knowledge exchange.

Our trans-local intentions for reach are manifold. They

grow outwards, from the involvement of people residing

in the neighbourhood of Charlois (where Varia is situated)

to the growing network of self-organised spaces in Rotter-

dam, to the cultural community of Rotterdam. Increas-

ingly our communication reaches furtherafield through a

network of self-organised groups or spaces across The

Netherlands and Europe, also working in the realms of

political tech.

Now our communication to these groups will be not only

through promotion and invitation, but in the form of

knowledge exchange through the sharing and distribution
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of research and tools. Disseminating our practices in ways

that are useful to others, such as published research, audio

zines, FLOSS tools, pedagogical radio broadcasts, practical

worksessions, solidarity fostering meet ups, we commu-

nicate the functionality of our work in the how of our

communication. What we do is used for dialogic learning,

and extended by our communication plan.

Developing our mission to form and maintain a network

of practitioners, this year, we will strengthen connections

to different communities by hosting them in Rotterdam,

visiting them in the city, like the bike tour of FHM and

dialogues with queer/feminist spaces, and other countries,

such as the European wide programme of AFTNOS, and

sharing useful work. Circulating in-house productions we

extend the position and reputation of Varia.

These modes of communication grow our collaborations,

our learning structures, and return knowledge to our

trans-local community. All our programme uses all com-

munication channels described below, while also targeting

trans-local collaborators and networks.

Varia Communication Channels use the following sites,

methods and tools.

Varia website Our website, in Dutch and English, is the re-

pository for all public programming hosted by Varia as a

physical and online space. It also presents further inform-

ation About us, how to contact us, where we are, and our

ways of being together as a collective space, including our

Code of Conduct, a collective statement and membership

guidelines.

bi-monthly newsletter This newsletter, in Dutch and Eng-

lish, is sent to our mailing list, that you can sign up for on

our website or during an in-person event. Alongside shar-

ing the Varia programme we include an Open Tap section

to share the work of our trans-local community, including

individual work of our members and work of other self-

organised groups in Rotterdam.

Everyday Technology Press Printed matter will continue

to be produced in-house by Varia. Our tools for paper

publishing are expanding, and include gluebinders, cut-

ting machines and a riso printer.

the windows and walls of our building The space of Varia

is broadly visible, situated on the corner of two streets,

largely open on three sides with big windows. Our win-

dows display posters for our events and the work of our

trans-local community. On the wall outside we will soon

have a diplay case for leaflets.

collaboration Working with others is an integral mode of

how Varia operates, as well as a vital and generous com-

munication channel. Our communication partners list and

communication partners list provides a full list of people

and groups whom we will, or already are, working with to

disseminate our communication further.

hosting irl Hosting in-real-life meetings and workshops is

a way for Varia to open up as a node for interaction and

collaboration with other groups. Varia wants to be an in-

viting space, where people enjoy working together in a

friendly, safe and discursive environment. Alongside our

programme, Varia hosts initiatives such as Cultural Work-

ers Unite and BPW (Boon Precaire Woonvormen). This is

an act of solidarity that aims to build bonds of trust and

deepen our relationships with local groups. Additionally,

welcoming individuals and collectives to use our tools &

infrastructure, such as Rotterdams Electronica Depot and

our printing infrastructures, is a way of communicating

our practices and an act of extroversion.

online hosting We host multiple services on the Varia

server, including etherpads (collective writing documents),

Varia broadcasts, an online radio streaming so�ware with

IRC chat, and more. These tools are free for our wider

community to use, through accessing these tools they

learn more about the programme of Varia, our collective

mission and individual practices.

Varia broadcasts / Narrowcast [are these the same thing?]

Varia has broadcasting equipment, and a growing network

of small radio stations that help promote us. An example

of this tool expanding Varia’s reach can be seen when

Willem de Kooning Academy bachelor programmes use

Varia broadcasts to share work, thus sharing Varia as an or-

ganisation with a large student group.

federated alternatives As we position ourselves against Big

Tech, we continue not to use commercial social media

such as Facebook and Twitter to promote our events and

channel our communication. Instead, we employ free so�-

ware federated alternatives such as Mastodon where we

can meaningfully address a community of peers. For us,

engagement doesn’t mean quantified attention on the

posts we publish, but active collaboration, exchange and

solidarity with other organised groups or spaces. This

mode of networking is solid and durable, but not effort-

less: it is o�en slow and time-consuming.

Continuing to expand our networking effort. We know

that by inviting external parties to contribute to Varia’s

programme, we are able to create dialogues with broader

spheres and reach out to people that are interested in the

topics we address. Supporting our collaborative network

sustains communication channels in other parts of Rotter-

dam, and other cities and countries.

Year plan

JAN, FEB

MAR

Feminist Hack Meeting #1
ATNOFS
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APR

Infrafem

MAY

DAAP
Receive and Transmit Partyline

JUN

Feminist Hack Meeting #2
Hold and Release Partyline

JUL, AUG

SEP

Plain Text Protocol Partyline

OCT

Promiscous Publishing Partyline

NOV

Colonial Infrastructures Partyline

DEC

Evaluatiefase (Januari 2023 to

March 2023)

Activity program reflection
Finalizing Archiving and documentation
Writing and Submitting Activity Program Report

Financial account and notes

on co-funding

Financial Account The funding we seek is to cover fees for

programme coordination alongside fees for invited guests,

their travelling and accommodation expenses.

The remaining funding would be channelled to financially

compensate members for production, which include: fin-

ancial administration (2 days per month), promotion and

communication (1 day per month) and maintenance of the

digital infrastructures of Varia (1 day per month). The

“artistieke directie”, “zakelijke directie” and internal com-

munication will be picked up collectively.

Notes on co-funding

A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (ATNOFS) This is

part of a larger project that includes 5 other organisations,

coordinated and initiated by Varia. For the entire project

we received a grant from the Culture of Solidarity Funds

(European Cultural Foundation) with a total of 39.970

Euros. This funding includes Varia’s coordination of the

project, but not the contribution as a chapter of the pub-

lication. We seek Stimuleerings funds for our contribution

to developing a chapter in-house in Varia.

Digital Archive of Artist’s Publishing (DAAP) The DAAP

project has applied for co-funding from Code for Science

and Society, a US-based charity that supports open source

so�ware projects and teams. CS&S are hosting an Incub-

ator programme for teams that engage with open digital

infrastructure projects. The programme runs for 6 months

and includes a 5.000 USD grant to support a planned pro-

gramme of community workshops and collaborative work

between the DAAP technical and artistic teams towards the

development of a new Code of Care. The CoC will support

community development and open pathways for ethical

and sustainable community leadership. It will comple-

ment the Varia programme through further interrogation

of the notions of ‘openness’ in contexts of digital infrastru-

cure and publishing. The DAAP will be notified if they

have been successful in entering the CS&S programme by

the end of September 2021. –>
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1. R&R wireless imagination 1  

↩

2. R&R wireless imagination 2  

↩

3. R&D a low end rich media publication  

↩

4. Modding Fridays  

↩

http://varia.zone/en/rr-wireless-imagination-1.html
http://varia.zone/en/rr-wireless-imagination-2.html
https://worm.org/2020/12/23/rd-a-low-end-rich-media-publication/
https://moddingfridays.bleu255.com/Main_Page

